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ABSTRACT 

The region of transition from laminar to turbulent flow 

in an open channel was investigated by means of velocity 

profiles. Water was used as the experimental fluid. The 

velocity profiles were measured by a hot-wire anemometer. 

The flow was varied over a range of Reynolds numbers from 

1084 to 32,208. 

All velocity profiles indicated a momentum flux at the 

surface in the direction of the outward normal to the 

surface. This phenomena caused the maximum velocity and the 

point of zero velocity gradient to occur beneath the 

surface. It is postulated that this momentum flux is due 

to wave action at the surface. 

In order to correlate the profiles at different Reynolds 

numbers, it was necessary to evaluate the profiles from the 

wall to the depth of zero velocity gradient only. This 

negates the effect of the momentum flux through the surface, 

and also makes the results comparable to similar results 

obtained in pipes and between parallel plates. The above 

mentioned range of Reynolds numbers is based on this method. 

Laminar profiles can be uniquely correlated by plotting 

( y+ - u+ ) y 3Re vs y+, where y+ = yu*f^u, > and u+ = u/u* . 

The friction velocity, u*, is defined as^p-" ; y is the 

distance from the wall, and u is the velocity at the point y. 

Normally, profiles in the turbulent region can be 

uniquely correlated by a graph of u+ vs. y+. However, 



velocity profiles in the transition region demonstrate a 

Reynolds number dependence which causes a deviation of the 

velocity profile from the normal turbulent flow correlation. 

If the u+ and y+ values of a transition velocity profile 

are multiplied by (uav/umax)tube and Cumax/uav)tube, re¬ 

spectively, a unique correlation based on these modified 

values is obtained. The factor (uav/umax)tube t^ie rati° 

of the average to the maximum velocity in a tube; this 

factor must be evaluated at a tube Reynolds number which is 

related to the open channel Reynolds number by (Re)channel/ 

(^e)tube = ^^uav/umax^channel/(uav/umax^tube• 

The experimental profiles indicate that the transition 

from laminar to fully turbulent flow occurs over the range 

300(KRe<32 ,000. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

distance from wall to point where du/dy = 0 

total stream depth 
To 

friction factor = ft>pu£ 

acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec^ 

pressure 

Reynolds number => 4P \ udy 
^ fi, 

Reynolds number = 4^. $ udy 

fluid temperature 

local fluid velocity 

friction velocity, 

dimensionless fluid velocity, u/u* 

average velocity of stream from wall to d 

total stream average velocity 

velocity in free flow stream adjacent to boundary 
layer 

channel width 

downstream distance 

distance from wall (channel bottom) 

dimensionless distance from the wall, y 

value of y at the liquid surface 

s 
/L 

e 
7 

stream depth 

fluid viscosity 

fluid density 

momentum flux, or shear stress 
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shear stress at the wall 

kinematic viscosity, 

eddy viscosity 

angle of channel inclination to horizontal 

Subscripts 

av 

max, 
m 
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average 

maximum 

tube or pipe 

parallel plate 

x-direction, direction of flow 

y-direction, direction of changing depth 

All other symbols defined when used 



INTRODUCTION 

Open channel flow is normally the province of the civil 

engineer, as he continually faces problems which deal with 

water flow in natural and man-made water courses, such as 

rivers, canals, sewer lines, irrigation ditches, and so on. 

However, the fundamental theories of open channel flow become 

of strong interest to the chemical engineer when he becomes 

involved in problems of momentum and mass transfer to thin 

films in chemical process equipment. 

Flow in open channels is classified in several cate¬ 

gories; it can be laminar or turbulent, steady or unsteady, 

uniform or varied, subcritical or supercritical. Open 

channel flow is generally described by one division of each 

of these categories; viz., one situation might be turbulent, 

steady, uniform, subcritical flow. In dividing fluid flow 

into laminar or turbulent regions, it is now widely recog¬ 

nized that there is a region separating these two which is 

referred to as the transition region. This region exhibits 

characteristics which are typical of both viscous and turbu¬ 

lent flow, and its nature is of a complexity that so far has 

defied a satisfactory analytical description. 

Experimental data in the transition region is relative¬ 

ly sparse, and most of it has been obtained in pipe flow. 

It is the aim of this thesis to contribute to this void by 

presenting experimental velocity profiles in an open channel 

in the transition region. The results are presented in both 
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dimensional and dimensionless form, the latter form providing 

a basis for a general correlation of the experimental profiles. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 

The two major regimes of fluid flow, laminar and turbu- 

lent, have each been analyzed extensively, both in theory and 

experiment, Division of fluid flow into these two fundamental¬ 

ly different concepts has naturally led to investigations 

which attempted to define a point of transition, on each side 

of which existed one of these types of flow exclusively. 

Such investigations brought to light the fact that such a 

clean-cut point does not exist, but that there appears to be 

two such characteristic points, one of which marks the lower 

boundary of fully turbulent flow, and the other fixes the 

upper boundary for fully laminar flow. Even so, investigations 

of this sort have shown wide variation in the values assigned 

to these two points, which is some indication of the complex¬ 

ity of the character of the fluid flow associated therewith. 

In Newtonian fluids, such divisions are rather universal¬ 

ly associated with the Reynolds number of the flowing fluids. 

Most flow experiments have been carried out in the relative¬ 

ly simple geometric systems of the closed pipe, the closed 

channel (parallel plates), or the open channel. The results 

of such studies show a range of 1,600-3,000 for the lower 

transition point and 10,000-50,000 for the upper transition 

point in pipes, with comparable ranges for both open and 

closed channels. It has been speculated that these transition 
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points are strongly associated with the conditions for growth 

and decay of small disturbances (see, for ex„ , ref, 9), and 

therefore one might expect a variation in determining these 

transition parameters, due to the complex vibrations associ¬ 

ated with each piece of experimental equipment0 

It is the region in between these two transition points, 

commonly called the transition region, which recently has 

begun to receive any appreciable attention. Its definition 

is still in the embrionic stage, and experimental data demon¬ 

strate that its behavior as a function of Reynolds number is 

as difficult to define as its boundaries. However, progress 

in this area will yield definite rewards; first, it will re¬ 

fine and improve calculations for process equipment which 

encounter fluid flow in this region; and second, it should 

aid in giving critical insight into the mechanism of turbu¬ 

lent flow. 

Study of the velocity profiles is a necessary tool for 

analyzing transition flow. Determination of the accompanying 

friction factor can be determined without the velocity pro¬ 

file, but it is not sufficient to allow a complete analysis, 

Deissler^ published a very complete paper in which he deter¬ 

mined velocity profiles in air in smooth tubes for Reynolds 

numbers from 8,000 to 220,000, By using dimensionless quan¬ 

tities to describe the depth and local velocity (u+ = u/u*, 

y+ = yu*/-v-0 he was able to get a good correlation for this 

Reynolds number range all the way from the wall to the center 
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o£ the pipe. Through a theoretical derivation Deissler was 

also able to derive a curve which fit the correlation very 

closely,, Deissler’s development depended on an expression 

for the eddy viscosity, defined by ^ du/dy + dy/dy„ 

He assumed that near the-wall, & is dependent on the magni¬ 

tude of u and y, and through dimensional analysis obtained 

€ - n^uy; away from the wall, he followed von Karman's 

development, which gives £ = k^ (du/dy)^/(d^u/dy^)^* By 

solving the stress equation for each of these situations he 

developed two curves, which intersect at y+ = 26, and was 

therefore able to divide the flow into a combination of 

turbulent and quasi-laminar flow regions „ 

However, variation of the velocity profiles from this 

dimensionless correlation was demonstrated by data from 

references 15 * anc* 23
0 This variation seemed to be a 

function of Reynolds number, and occurred over a range of 

Re from 3,000 to 43,000„ This variation was not observed by 

Deissler0 The data of references anc* ^3 was reduced 

to a single correlation by Rothfus and Monrad^, who empirical¬ 

ly corrected the dimensionless coordinates by multiplying 

u+ by uav/um and y+ by um/uav<> This approach was extended to 
2 3 13 the parallel plate data of Sage and co-workers * * and 

22 , and again provided a single correlation„ 

the parallel plate data of Sage and co-workers showed a 

wider variation with Reynolds number than existing tube data 

showed,, By demonstrating the equivalence between tube and 
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channel profiles in laminar flow, and then postulating that 

such a coincidence might occur in turbulent flow also, 

Rothfus and Monrad^ were able to show that for coincident 

velocity distributions, CRe)plate/(Re)tube= 2(uav/um)plate/ 

(uav/um)tube. Therefore, a velocity profile between parallel 

plates would correspond to a tube profile at approximately 

one-half the parallel plate Reynolds number. Or conversely, 

the variation of velocity profile with Reynolds number should 

extend over about twice the Re range for parallel plates as 

it does for tubes. This conclusion is consistent with Sage's 

data. 

Another approach to resolving the variation for dimension¬ 

less velocity profile with Reynolds number was published by 

Gill and Scher^, in which they proposed a modification of the 

much-used Prandtl mixing length, in the form L = ky[1-exp 

(-<{>y/ym)], where <f> = (Re* - a)/b, and Re* ■ ym
u*Ar - ym

+. 

The value of the constants a and b were obtained from a fit 
C Q 

of Deissler's and Nikuradse's data, then extended to the 

lower Re range of Sage's work, where a good agreement was 

obtained. The results of this paper were subsequently used 
7 

in a study of heat transfer between parallel plates . 

An analysis of turbulent flow between parallel plates 

which is more strongly based on theoretical arguments than 

either Gill's or Rothfus' papers was published by Pai1^. By 

a study of the Reynolds equations which avoids introducing 
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the mixing length concept, Pai obtained a theoretical profile 

which could be extended to the wall, which is prevented in 

most turbulent flow developments because of discontinuities 

which arise due to the mixing length modelo He was able to 

obtain fair agreement with the data of Laufer*®, not only 

for the velocity profile, but also he presented equations 

which agreed well with Laufer’s data for turbulent fluctuation 

correlations. However, this agreement was demonstrated at 

only one Reynolds number, Re « 12,300, 

While the above papers represent a fair amount of in¬ 

vestigation of the transition region in pipes and parallel 

plates, there is very little comparable data for open 

channels. Open channel flow is complicated by the variation 

of the depth, a factor which does not enter into either 

closed channel or tube flow. For this reason, friction factor 

data in open channels is more difficult to obtain. 

Friction factor data in the turbulent region are presented 

in a careful experimental work by Tracy and Lester^. They 

present friction factors for a range of Reynolds from 35,720 

to 726,900, They were very careful to take into account the 

surface profile for each Reynolds number, and attempted to 

correct their results by extrapolating the profile to normal 

depth, the depth associated with uniform flow. 

Another paper by Owen^ presents friction factor data 

for Reynolds number of 250 to 150,000, Owen concluded that 

the transition region varies from 4,000 to 11,000. This 
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conclusion was based on the friction data obtained, and also 

on results from dye injection in the flowing stream,, How¬ 

ever, no mention was made of variation in film depth, 
24 Straub, Silberman, and Nelson reviewed several papers 

for flow in open conduits for Reynolds numbers less than 

40 ,000, They present data for rectangular channels which 

show f as a function of the aspect ratio of the channel. In 

the turbulent region their data fall very close to Blasius' 

equation, f = 0,316/Re^-/^. These data agree fairly well with 

that of Tracy and Lester. Some velocity profiles were pre¬ 

sented for triangular channels, but apparently none were 

taken in the rectangular channel. 
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THEORY 

Laminar Flow 

Once the flow in a channel becomes uniform, and the 

depth is no longer changing with downstream distance, a con¬ 

stant velocity profile is established,, If the flow is 

laminar, the velocity distribution can be described analy¬ 

tically,, 
♦ 

The equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid 

is 

V* u. = O Cl) 
If the aspect ratio W/d can be considered infinite, the z 

component of the velocity is zero, since there are no "side" 

wall effects. Hereafter, "wall" is used to refer to the 

channel bottom,, Also, for steady-state uniform flow, the y 

component of the velocity is also zero. Therefore the 

equation of continuity reduces to dux/dx = 0„ 

The equation of motion is 

p ^ - -V'T -Vp i- pg C2) 
For laminar, incompressible, isothermal flow this reduces 

to 

p ot — u,-Vp + C3) 
If the flow is steady, and independent of time, 

yU-V^il, -Vp +p3 = O 
Applying the equation of motion to the y component of 
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the velocity, noting that Uy = 0, gives 

= P9y ) Or (5) 

In uniform flow, the depth is constant, so that, independent 

of x, 

p|= ?° 0 Therefore, 

P~ Po + p9y ^ 
i.e,,, the pressure at any depth is equal to the hydrostatic 

head. This requires that 

c)p | . 
ly= Const ^ C 7) 

Applicaticbi of the equation of motion to the x velocity 

component gives 

u-X _ d^ux' _ ^ 
Tip' ~ ~ P9y ; or yU, a ~ “p^x 3 Q* =■ 2 S/n & (8) 

This is integrated to 

/X- = “P^y t C ’ (9) 

At the surf ace, , it is assumed that there is no momentum 

flux, and therefore dux/dy|^_j = 0„ Applying this to (9) gives 
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C -^jyS o A further integration with respect to y may be 

carried out to give 

Ux = yVa.) + c' (10) 

Due to the fact of no slip of a viscous fluid at a fluid- 

solid interface u=0 at y=0. Thus, C' is zero. 

In its final form, the velocity distribution in a 

channel is given by 

Ux = ^/z.) A- v. J J "°/ (ll) 

The shear stress distribution is obtained from the relation 

0 Applying this to the velocity distribution gives 

r=pcl7CU-uj), d2) 

The momentum flux at the wall is 

cm 
The average velocity across the channel is 

Urn - C14) 

For purposes of comparison of laminar profiles to pro¬ 

files in turbulent flow, it is desirable to reduce the laminar 

profiles to dimensionless form. This is accomplished by use 

of the common dimensionless definitions used to modify turbu¬ 

lent profiles, u+ = u/u*,, the dimensionless velocity, and 

y+ , the dimensionless depth0 u* is the "friction 

velocity", defined as u* = J . Substituting in the value 
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of T© from eqn0 (13) gives u* ■ 9 , 

Substitution of the dimensionless velocity and depth 

into the velocity distribution, eqn, (11), gives 

/ps\si n(9<£. ( U+JU. _ ) 

UT^ULjf — /A, \ p u+ ) /A. \p 

The Re number is defined as 

i\e - /A, 

(15) 

(16) 

Substituting in the value for uay from (14) gives 

or 

/5ST 
Applying this result to (15) yields 

U+ = uj+- LfYf3R€~ 
At the surface 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

u0+ a =]3k./z- ^~-^o/Z (21) 

It may be seen from these equations that u+ is not a 

unique function of y+; there is a definite dependence of 

u+ on the Re as well0 For a given value of y+, u+ increases 

as the Re increases. On a graph of u+ vs, y+, this would be 

represented as a series of curves with the Re as the parameter, 

which approach the line u+ * y+ as the Re increases. 
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If there is some external influence which produces a 

momentum flux through the surface, these equations must be 

modifiedo Suppose the momentum flux is in the direction of 

the outward normal to the surface, and has a value designated 

as loo This will create a stress distribution as shown in 

Figure 2a An overall momentum flux balance gives 

To + X0 =p^,„Q.g, (22) 

The stress distribution is expressed as 7= -f-C/ ; 

at the wall, ij=. Oj T=To 0 Thus, C = and 

Since , this can be integrated to 

(23) 

At a certain depth S , the momentum flux is zero. If the 

ratio ^!$> is called*^ , then To can be written asg , 

and I o as (l~*( jpc^siri Q • £ „ 

The dimensionless form of equation (23) can be obtained in 

the same manner previously demonstrated for laminar flow with 

no flux at the interface; this development produces the re¬ 

lations 

u.+ =• -*>4+ - y+N !£*r (24) 

y0
+ = & i/lLffj" (25) 

u0+= (*£- 'AOJSFT (26) 
With no flux at the interface ,<=>(. = 1; and the above equations 

reduce to equations (19), (20), and (21), respectively<, 
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These equations are equivalent to a limited section of 

the full profile between parallel plates with a total depth 

, and could have been developed in this light. This 

can be seen from equation (23) if it is rewritten in the form 

« = &&*&**, . This is equivalent to equation (11), 

with a depth ofo(% , instead of <£ . 

The friction factor, f, is defined as f a J* 

Substitution of equations (13) and (14) into this definition 

gives f a s\Y\0 o From equation (18), 

therefore, 

r _L£_ _ 2± 
4 = jft Pa. 1?e. 

From the definition of f«* 

obtained as 

U* - Uxxs/ J ^h-> 

'To — 
(27) 

, u* can be 

(28) 

Therefore, if f and u are known, u* can be calculated. 
o 

For laminar flow eqn. (27) holds, and u* can be written as 

^ ^ ~ Uav J * (29) 
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Turbulent Flow 

In applying the equations of continuity and motion to 

turbulent flow, it is assumed that these equations do exactly 

describe the instantaneous velocity distribution,, But the 

fluctuating nature of the velocity components makes it im¬ 

possible to use the equations in their normal form„ Rather, 

the instantaneous velocity is written as the sum of a time- 

smoothed component, u, and a fluctuating component, u* ; viz,,, 

Here, barred values represent quantities smoothed time-wise» 

This approach introduces one additional quantity, ^7 T^u,e6Utl=„T, 

in the equation of motion,, This quantity is usually called 

the "Reynolds stress",, This stress, (or momentum flux due to 

turbulent fluctuations) is usually included in Newton’s law 

of viscosity in the formT = - (/A+yUn.**) du/dy, whereyU-juee, is 

the "turbulent coefficient of viscosity"; or, in an alternate 

form, T= -(jA+pe)du/dy, where € is the "eddy viscosity",, 

This approach reduces the problem somewhat to obtaining ex¬ 

pressions for £ and^-ruieg « 

The mechanism of turbulence has been subjected to apprecia¬ 

ble investigation in the last several decades„ Many ingenious 

momentum transport mechanisms have been proposed, applied to 

y- \ u- at = 1 o 
motion gives 
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experimental data in certain cases, disputed by the data in 

other cases, and modified time and again in an effort to fit 

all such situationso A classic mechanism is Prandtl's mixing 

length, which in a paper** as late as 1961 was modified to 

account for velocity profiles in the transition region as 

2 2 observed by Sage 0 The authors claim that this modification 

fits experimental data equally well in the transition region 

and in the fully turbulent region, However, such empirical 

mechanisms have shed little light on the actual momentum 

transport mechanism, and efforts to perfect and verify them 

have diminished. 

Efforts to describe experimental turbulent velocity 

profiles have been in the direction of obtaining a unique 

correlation which will apply to flow at all turbulent Reynolds 

numbers. This approach requires no assumption of a mechanism 

for turbulence, and depends only on the way in which the dis¬ 

tance and velocity quantities are treated. The most popular 

approach is to modify the velocity and distance quantities 

as they were done in the previous laminar flow discussion; 

i,e,, u+ = u/u*, and y+=y u*^^ , where U* is the friction 

velocityand is the stress exerted on a regular 

solid boundary by a flowing fluid. The best utilization of 

this approach is demonstrated in a paper by Deissler5, in 

which the data suggests that a definitely unique correlation 

of turbulent profiles does exist. From his data, he draws a 
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very plausible semi°theoretical explanation of the mechanisms 

involved,, Near the wall, the eddy viscosity is assumed to 

depend on the actual magnitudes of the velocity and distance 

from the wall; this £. = n^ uy0 The value of n and the range 

of u and y over which this assumption applies were determined 

experimentallyo Where this relation no longer holds, an ex¬ 

pression developed by von Karman , €, s .? » is used„ 

This equation expresses the fact that the absolute magnitudes 

of velocity and distance no longer have any effect, and the 

eddy viscosity depends only on the velocity gradient» 

Deissler was able to develop these two expressions and fit 

them very satisfactorily to velocity profiles with Reynolds 

from 8,000 to 220,000o 

Transition Flow 

The transition region is the region separating laminar 

and turbulent flow in which neither laminar or turbulent flow 

can be said to be dominant,, Experimental data for pipe flow 

11, 15, and 23 ' _ 2 3 13 
and for flow between parallel plates 9 9 

and show that there is a range of Reynolds numbers whose 

corresponding velocity profiles conform neither to laminar 

flow nor to a unique correlation for turbulent flow„ These 

data are in conflict with the findings of Deissler, and an 

explanation of this controversy has not been brought forth0 

Attempts to define this region have been strictly ex¬ 

perimental, and attempts to correlate the pertinent data have 
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been strictly empirical,, Therefore, no related theory at the 

moment exists which effectively describes the transition 

from the laminar to turbulent mechanism,, The results of this 

paper do not include the development of such a theory, but 

they should prove helpful in future efforts to develop such 

an analytical expression,, 

Choice of a position for obtaining a velocity profile 

in a uniform flow stream is based on the assumption that the 

profile obtained at this position will be "similar" to a 

profile obtained at any other downstream position,, There¬ 

fore, one can use the measured profile to represent the flow 

situation at every other position where the flow is developed. 

In this Section, the phrase "developed flow" will be used in 

regard to flow in which the boundary layer has ceased to grow. 

In pipes and parallel plates this occurs when the boundary 

layers from opposite walls intersect in the center; in an open 

channel, the boundary layer is fully developed when it contacts 

the surface. 

Similarity of profiles states that any dimensionless 

correlation of the velocity and corresponding depth must be 

the same for all profiles. Therefore, when y^ = y^, then 

U1 = u2» w^ere the subscripts refer to any two profiles re- 

Similarity of Profiles 

quired to be similar. Since y\ = y-^^p , and yj = y?u*7^>, 
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are in isothermal, incompressible flow, Also, Uj - u^/u*j, 

and u£ = U2/u*2» therefore, u^/i^ = u*j/u*2° Therefore, 

yi/y2 must be equal to u2/ujj or yjU^ = y2u2» 

Now, conditions under which this is true must be defined. 

Consider a flow tube defined so that yj/djL=y2/d2, and dy^/ 

di=dy2/d2, where di and d2 refer to the total stream depth at 

stations 1 and 2, respectively. 

The average local velocity in the stream tube at yj is u^, and 

u2 at y2. If we further assume that there is no net mass 

interchange across the boundaries parallel to the flow, con¬ 

servation of mass requires that (uj+dui/2)(dy= (u2+du2/ 

2)(dy2), Since the density p is constant this is written 

as (ui+dui/2)(dyj) = (u2+du2/2)(dy2), Substituting in the 

relation between dyi and dy2» this equation becomes (uj+duj/ 

2) d^dy2/d2 = (u2+du2/2) dy 2 *, or (Uj+dui/2)/(u2+du2/2) s d2/ 

dj. From the definition of the stream tube, d2/d^ = y2/yj, 

and therefore, (ui+dujy2)/(u2+du2/2) = y2/yi° As the depth 

of the stream tube approaches zero, du^ and du2 also approach 

zero, so that in the limit, u^y^ » u
2y2« 
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Therefore, we can say that when the profile has become 

developed, it will remain similar at all downstream positions 

so long as there is no mass interchange across the boundaries 

of a stream tube defined as above; i.e., so long as Uy. = 0. 

Developed, non-uniform flow in a smooth, open channel easily 

satisfies this requirement, since the depth gradient is usually 

small, and there are no abrupt changes in the flow path ge- 

metry to initiate a transverse velocity component. This argu¬ 

ment applies to both laminar and turbulent flow if time smooth¬ 

ed velocities are used. 

As a consequent of this, experimental profiles can be 

measured in a non-uniform flow stream under the conditions 

stated above. However, one further complication must be ex¬ 

amined. In reducing the velocities and depths to dimension¬ 

less quantities, the factor u* is used. If it is not possi¬ 

ble to measure the friction velocity, then a pertinent value 

must be obtained from a friction factor graph, since u* = uav, 

[7/2. All such graphs are usually based on values obtained 

at uniform flow. Therefore, to employ the value of the uniform 

flow friction factor in calculations involving profiles in 

non-uniform flow, it must be shown that f is relatively in¬ 

sensitive to deviations from normal flow depths. 

f is defined as^|0 ua^ . Since To is the momentum 

flux at the wall, To = du/ dy[y_ Q , its value depends on the 

shape of the velocity profile at the wall. At points very 

near the wall, the velocity gradient is accurately described 
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by a finite difference approximation, 

du/dy .(U! - uwalp/(yi-ywaU) - Vyl (31) 

(The subscript is used to signify a particular downstream 

station, rather than a particular location relative to the 

wall*) Therefore, 1oj = yU. Uj/y^, or 

*1 = ^ />h-f> (Uj)^ = 2^al/Y1f>lu1)lY (32) 

Now if we consider a station further downstream where the 

profile is similar to the profile at station 1, there is a 

point near the wall where u^y^ = u2y2, from the above argu¬ 

ments of similarity,, Also, the continuity equation requires 

Cul)av^l = (u2^av ^2° Substituting these relations into 

equation (32) gives 

*1 = (yU/p) 2u2y2df/(u2)|vyi ^2 (33) 

For the relation u^y^ = u2y2 to be valid, y^/d^ must equal 

y2/d2; or 

£1 " (/‘/yP) 2U
2/(

U2^ av y 2 (34) 

This equation is exactly the definition of the friction 

factor at station 2; f2- ^/|kp(u2)*v = 2 (p5//*-) u2/y2 (u 2)\va 

Since it is equal to the friction factor at station 1, and 

the only restriction placed on the selections is that they 

must exhibit developed similar profiles, one is able to say 

that if the profile is developed, and remains similar at points 

downstream, the friction factor will remain constant„ It can 

then be concluded that values of f from experimental measure¬ 

ments in uniform flow can confidently be applied to developed 

profiles in non-uniform flow0 
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Developed Flow 

It has been emphasized that velocity profiles will be 

similar only if the flow is developed; i.e0, the boundary 

layer has expanded to include the full flow stream,, There¬ 

fore, it is important to know if the flow is developed where 

the experimental profile is taken„ Unfortunately, no studies 

of flow development in open channels has been carried out, 

and analogies to parallel plate and pipe flow must be invoked. 

19 Schlichting has reviewed a paper by L. Schiller in 

which boundary layer methods were used to calculate the 

effective length in a pipe required to develop a laminar 

profile. He arrived at the relation x/D = .115 Re/4, where 

x = downstream distance, and D = the pipe diameter. For Re 

= 2000, x/D = 57.5; therefore, the profile would be developed 

downstream at a distance of 57.5 pipe diameters. It is 

mentioned that measurements by Nikuradse show that the tran¬ 

sition to a developed proceeds more slowly than predicted. 

A similar approach to developed flow between parallel 

plates18 gives a theoretical inlet length of le = .04 ( 2a) 

Re, where a is the half depth between the plates. At a Re = 

2000, this gives an inlet length of 160 half depths, which 

compares favorably in magnitude to 5*7.5 diameters or 115 half 

diameters in a pipe. 

In regard to turbulent flow, very little work has been 

done with profile development in pipes, and apparently none 

20 has been done with parallel plates or channels. Schlichting 
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mentions measurements in a pipe by Kirsten and Nikuradse* 

Kirsten concluded that the inlet length varied from 50 to 

100 pipe diameters, while Nikuradse claims a lower range of 

from 25 to 40 diameters0 Therefore, the inlet length is very 

short, and fairly insensitive to the Reynolds number* 

These results can be qualitatively extended to open 

channel flow* For laminar flow, it will be assumed that the 

inlet length is on the order of 200 depths at a Re * 2000, 

and apportionately less for lower Re0 For turbulent flow, 

it will be assumed that 100 depths from the entrance are 

required for full development* Though these assumptions are 

somewhat arbitrary, they should be conservative, and adher¬ 

ence thereto should insure developed profiles* 

For purposes of verification, profiles were obtained at 

two stations for the same flow rate* These two profiles are 

shown in Figure 3* The very close agreement between the two 

profiles substantiates the assumption that the profile is 

developed at 11 feet* At this point for these two profiles, 

the downstream distance from the entrance is approximately 

210 depths, well above the 100 depths assumed sufficient to 

insure developed flow* At 11 feet, the depth would have to 

be 1*2 inches for the downstream distance to be 100 depths* 

None of the profiles had depths greater than 1"* 

An estimate of the accuracy of measurement may also be 

obtained from comparison of the two profiles* Since the flow 

rate and temperature were the same, the Reynolds number at 
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the two stations must be the same0 The Reynolds numbers 

calculated from the profiles were 12,534 and 12,607,, This 

represents a difference of less than „6$0 Since these two 

profiles were measured in the same manner as the accepted 

profiles at 11 feet, it is safe to assume that the accuracy 

in the measurement of the profiles at 11 feet is around .6%, 
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The equipment used for this study is the same equipment 

used by Darby^o It has been modified slightly, since it was 

previously used for cocurrent, two-phase flow0 Certain 

features were retained, not because they were necessary, but 

because they provided no hindrance to the experimental work0 

The channel itself is a rectangular, open top structure 

constructed of Plexiglas, a transparent plastic0 It is 15 

feet in length, 11 1/2" wide, and 2 1/2" deep0 The entrance 

and exit sections are also of Plexiglas, and are connected 

to the channel by thick plastic flanges, with appropriate 

rubber gaskets„ Rubber was used in several places in the 

channel construction, not only because it served as a good 

seal, but because it also provided effective damping of pump 

vibrations that might have otherwise been transmitted to the 

flowing fluido 

The entrance and exit sections were shaped to calm the 

fluid and dissipate its energy, so that a minimum of end 

effects would occur0 This was accomplished by building the 

end sections as relatively large basins, which gradually 

converged to the channel ends0 The fluid leaving the channel 

flowed down the inclined bottom of the exit section, so that 

at no time was there any back pressure on the flow„ The 

entrance section was provided with a perforated baffle plate 

wrapped in glass wool, and a 200 mesh stainless screen, both 
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helpful for purposes of calming and filtering the water,, 

The rather flexible channel was rigidly supported by a 

trussed angle iron framework,, The channel lay on a plywood 

bed, which was bolted through rubber strips to the iron frame¬ 

work o The framework was pivoted at the exit end, and could 

be tilted through approximately 2° by a screw at the entrance 

end0 The channel was served by a reservoir tank, which re¬ 

ceived the exit liquid, and an overhead tank, which provided 

the flow to the entrance section,. These tanks were also of 

Plexiglas, and they were enclosed in angle iron frameworks „ 

The reservoir tank is 2 1/2’ x 2 1/2’ x 2 1/2’, and the over¬ 

head tank is 2* x 2' x 2?o The overhead tank contained a 

vertical baffle plate approximately 1 1/2' high, which 

allowed overflow to a pipe draining back into the reservoir 

tanko 'This arrangement allowed maintenance of constant head 

on the liquid delivered to the channel, which in turn fixed 

the flow rate with a given valve setting,, 

The pump which lifted the liquid from the floor reservoir 

tank to the overhead tank is a 2 HP centrifugal pump with a 

bronze impeller,, Its casing was plated with cadmium, to 

resist corrosion„ It was equipped with a by-pass with a cock 

valve to the atmosphere to permit easy priming,, 

The piping used was 2 inch schedule 80 PVC pipe0 Lack 

of maintenance and corrosion problems and ease of manipula¬ 

tion made it preferable to steel piping,, Vibration problems 

were easily offset by rigid connections to iron framework, 
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utilizing rubber strips for separation of iron and plastic 

surfaces. A perforated end section, wrapped in glass wool, 

was used to deliver the liquid to the overhead tank. Flow 

control was maintained by brass gate valves, appropriately 

placed in the lines. 

The hot-wire anemometer was a specially built Model IIHR 

Linear Constant Temperature Hot-Wire anemometer, built by 

Hubbard Instrument Co. It has two identical channels, and 

can be operated in both air and water. The instrument was 

connected to the immersed hot-wire probe through two electri¬ 

cal filters, one of which was equipped with a meter designed 

to give a steady reading, indicative of the corresponding 

flow velocity. The filters were used to reduce measured 

turbulent fluctuations, since only the mean velocity was 

desired. 

The probe used was hand made, and shaped in a way so 

that the hot-wire itself was always the first element of the 

probe to touch the fluid surface or the channel bottom. This 

allowed exploration of 100% total depth. The probe was 

supported and positioned by an aluminum traversing mechanism. 

A dial indicator attached to the traversing plate allowed 

probe position to be measured within .0005". The traversing 

mechanism was positioned so that the probe would always be 

in the center of the stream. This insured that there would 

be no influence on the measured profile by effects at the 

side walls of the channel. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Circulation was begun 2 to 3 hours before the start of 

each experiment„ This was necessary to bring the liquid to 

a constant operating temperature, since a fair amount of 

pump energy is delivered during circulation,, No temperature 

control was necessary, since it was found that circulation 

at a constant rate maintained the temperature within plus or 

minus „3°F of the final operating temperature,, Heaters 

initially used for temperature control were soon discarded, 

as they quickly corroded and introduced rust into the system,, 

The flow rate was set by the valve in the downflow line 

from the overhead tank„ Approximate valve setting was deter¬ 

mined by measurements of surface velocities, which, through 

trial and error, could be used to estimate the desired Re 

noo The surface velocities were determined by measuring the 

time of passage of very small pieces of cork over a 3 foot 

length of channel centered around the probe position,, The 

probe was raised out of the water and the anemometer circuit 

was placed in the "check" position during these measurements„ 

A stop watch with 1/10 second graduations was used to measure 

these velocitieso 10 to 15 measurements were made and 

averaged for all surface velocity measurements„ 

Once the approximate Re desired is obtained, the probe 

is lowered until the hot wire just tips the water surface,. 

Slight surface fluctuations necessitated doing this several 
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times , and then choosing an average position for the inter¬ 

face o The anemometer was then changed from the "check" to 

the "water" position, This activated the hot wire by 

connecting it to the already warmed up anemometer circuitry0 

Then the resistance dial determing the overheating ratio was 

adjusted, or rather "babied", until the signal reading on the 

meter was near full scale, This resistance setting was held 

for a few minutes and if the signal remained stable, it was 

recordedo The probe was then moved to a new position be¬ 

neath the interface0 Near the interface, and near the bottom, 

readings o01" apart or less were taken0 In the bulk of the 

stream, where the velocity gradients were small, readings were 

taken ,025" apart in most cases, 

The surface tension of the water at the interface neces¬ 

sitated occasional wetting of the wire, since it would not 

properly wet by just lowering it onto the surface,, Wetting 

of the wire was accomplished by softly stroking it with a 

wet camel's hair brush0 Once this was done, the wire re¬ 

mained wet, and performed in a reproducible manner. 

The location of the bottom of the channel was found by 

lowering the probe until the hot-wire, the leading element 

in downward movement, appeared to touch bottom. This was 

done visually, and proved to be extremely tricky. It could 

not be done by observing a sharp drop off in the wire 

current, since the finite diameter of the wire allowed 

registration of a slight current when it was touching bottom. 
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Visual observation was made through the side of the wall, 

and the eye was approximately 8" from the probe„ As pointed 

out in the section on "Results", this probably resulted in 

large % errors in depths near the wall0 

Once the profile had been measured, the probe was moved 

back to 4 or 5 previously measured positions, and the meter 

reading was checked against the initial reading of each of 

these positionso This was done to see if the wire calibra¬ 

tion had changed appreciably,. If the values differed by more 

than 51, the run was rejected,, 

The wire calibration was then obtained by raising the 

wire back to the surface, remeasuring the surface velocity, 

and again recording the corresponding reading,, The surface 

velocity was reduced by reducing the flow rate, and in the 

same manner another reading was obtained,, This procedure 

provides a series of surface velocities and corresponding 

meter readings which are then plotted on coordinate paper 

to obtain a calibration,, This curve is used to determine 

corresponding velocities for that profile only,, 

The contamination of the wire was reduced by filtering 

the flow in several places, as previously mentioned,, How¬ 

ever, room dust still tended to accumulate on the wire when 

it was out of the water0 Therefore, immediately prior to 

each run, the wire was cleaned by brushing it with a camel's 

hair brush dipped in carbon tetrachloride, which also serves 

as an effective grease remover,, Then it was observed under 
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a low power telescope, and recleaned if necessary„ Since the 

wire is so sensitive, this could not be done in the course of 

a run, as it would change the calibration0 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental data consists of 11 velocity profiles 

which cover a range of Re from 1084 to 32208. The profiles 

are tabulated in Appendix A-l, Four of these profiles are 

definitely laminar, while the other 7 demonstrate character¬ 

istics that are indicative of turbulent flow. The results 

of these profiles are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Re' depth 
(d*) in. 

av.vel. 

(u*v) 
ft/sec. 

surface 
vel.(u*) 
ft/sec. 

1267 . 2990 . 1126 .1436 
1898 .3390 .1498 .2020 
2276 .3540 .1649 .2170 
3065 .3720 .2176 .2850 
4058 . 4255 .2508 .3100 
6783 .5015 .3470 .3700 
9526 .5670 .4176 .4435 

12643 .6245 .5025 .5240 
16733 . 7070 .5787 .5940 
26040 .9090 . 7349 .7970 
36007 . 4926 1.9825 2.0300 

u* /u’ 
av' s 

d/d’ type flow 

. 7841 .8913 laminar 

.7416 . 8968 ft 

. 7599 . 8955 ft 

.7635 .8952 ft 

. 8090 .9166 transition 

.9378 . 8933 tt 

.9416 .9294 tt 

.9590 . 8927 tt 

.9742 .9335 tt 

.9221 .8812 tt 

.9766 .9038 tt 

All these profiles demonstrated an unanticipated momen¬ 

tum flux through the surface (Figures 5-15), so that the 

maximum velocity occurred below the surface. This accounts 

for the inclusion of the column d/d'. d is the depth at 

which du/dy is zero. The above Re numbers are calculated by 

integrating the total profile, so that Re* «= tccjuj 

Because the momentum flux at the surface can not be ex¬ 

plained by the viscous drag of the air (as will be shown 
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later) , it was decided for purposes of analysis, to consider 

the profile only to the depth where the velocity gradient is 

Oo This negates the phenomena at the surface, and also makes 

any correlation of profiles comparable to those in pipes and 

flat plates, since their maximum velocities and depths of 

zero velocity gradients occur at the same point,, 

Therefore, Re is redefined as C^u.du where d 
pi Jo J 

represents the depth at which du/dy = 0, Results of the pro¬ 

files based on this depth are summarized in Table 2, 

Table 2, 

Re depth 
(d) in„ ftfsec. fWlfic. 

uav/umax Type flow 

1,084 o 2665 , 1083 , 1490 , 7268 laminar 
1,627 o 3040 ,1432 ,2100 .6819 ft 
1,952 o 3170 ,1580 ,2300 ,6869 tv 
2,627 o 3330 , 2084 ,3040 .6855 ft 
3,612 ,3900 ,2435 ,3390 .7183 transition 
5,965 ,4480 ,3415 ,4043 . 8447 ft 
8,762 ,5270 ,4134 , 4802 . 8609 ft 

11,155 ,5575 ,4966 ,5620 ,8836 tt 
15,523 ,6600 ,5748 ,6580 . 8736 It 
22,650 ,8010 , 7263 , 7860 .9240 tt 
32,208 ,4452 1,9010 2,1200 .8967 tt 

Momentum Flux Through the Interface 

All profiles measured demonstrated a peculiar behavior 

near the surface0 All profiles in the laminar region and 

some in the transition region are characterized by an increase 

of velocity with distance from the bottom to a point near the 

surface, then it decreases to the surface,, A few of the 
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velocity profiles showed some strange humps near the surface, 

but all profiles exhibited a negative velocity gradient near 

< 0 » where y is the distance 

from the wall. 

One possible explanation of this is that the viscous 

drag of the air layer at the surface is sufficient to retard 

the profile appreciably near the interface0 An estimate of 

the drag produced by the air may be obtained through boundary 

layer methods. Figure A shows the physical situation. 

the surface; i.e . 
(Ibj lb 

The point at which uaj,r= 0, is the boundary layer thick¬ 

ness. Us is the velocity of the water surface. For boundary 

layer flow over a flat plate, the plate is stationary, and 

the velocity at its surface is zero. The velocity in the 

unaffected flow stream is Hoo . In fact,Ua? is the algebraic 

difference between the free stream velocity and the velocity 

of the plat plate. Therefore, the situation at the inter¬ 

face may be made analogous to boundary layer flow over a 

flat plate if Uflo is considered to be us, and the surface 

represents the flat plate. This is equivalent to saying the 

air is flowing past the surface, rather than the surface 

moving adjacent to the stagnant air. 

21 Boundary layer theory for flow over a flat plate 
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establishes that the boundary layer can be considered laminar 

if the length Re is less than 5.5 x 10^. The length Re is 

defined as J , where for our situation, applies to 

the air, x is the downstream channel distance, and Uoo is 

the surface velocity of the water,, The maximum calculated 

Rex for the surface velocities measured was 135 ,026,, There¬ 

fore, the air boundary layer can be considered laminar in 

all cases. 

The momentum flux To » at the surface of the flat plate 

is given by To = O • 3 3UQQ -r- 0-2\iJ 
Calculation of this value at 11 feet, the station at which 

the water profile is measured should give an order of mag¬ 

nitude estimate of the drag produced by the air at this point. 

These values are tabulated in Table 3. 

If the momentum flux thus calculated is sufficient to 

produce the negative velocity gradient at the surface of the 

water, it must be approximately equal to the momentum flux from 

the water through the surface. If the flow in the liquid 

stream is laminar, the momentum flux at any point is 7~ju. . 

However, if the flow is turbulent , where/^^o . 

Therefore, a conservative estimate of the momentum flux may 

be obtained by 

The velocity gradients at the surface have been measured, 

and the corresponding momentum flux calculated and tabulated 

in Table 3. The ratio of the momentum flux to the surface 

of the water, and the corresponding calculated flux into the 
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air layer is also tabulated,, The ratio varies from 6(i2 to 

6120 From these values, it can be seen that the minimum flux 

indicated by the water profile is about 2 orders of magnitude 

greater than that predicted from boundary layer theory. Thus 

refutes the theory that the viscous air drag is responsible 

for the retardation of the velocity profile near the surface; 

therefore, some other unaccounted-for phenomena is absorbing 

the excess momentum. One possible explanation is wave action 

at the surface. However, this aspect was not explored in 

this study, and can only be left to further investigation. 

The possibility that the probe itself might influence 

the velocity profile is unlikely. Firstly, measurements of 

the surface velocity were very nearly the same with the 

probe touching the water, and with it not touching. The 

difference in the measured velocities can be accounted to 

the experimental error, and was far less than the difference 

would be if the velocity profiles were extrapolated to the 

surface with no negative gradient. Secondly, early in 

the experimental work, different probe configurations were 

tried. In all cases whether the probe was parallel to the 

surface, or inclined to the surface, the same inversion of 

the profile near the surface was observed. Therefore the 

configuration of the probe can be discounted with regard to 

this effect. 
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Table 30 

Rewater Re x(ai r) 
r° air 
lbf/ft2 

du/dy, 
sec-1 at 

'Y 
®water 

lbf/ft2 

n* 
0 water/ 

"foair 
x 106 surface x 10$ 

1084 9279 .1612 5.7600 9.8649 612,0 
1627 13070 o 2690 4.9510 8.5311 317.1 
1952 13888 o 2990 5.1264 8.4724 281.7 
2627 18374 o 4507 7.2000 12.2573 272.0 
3612 19958 .5113 13.9500 23.6118 461.8 
5965 23678 06666 10.0300 16.5766 248.7 
8762 28277 0 8745 18.0000 29.4066 336.3 

11155 33202 lo1225 15.1200 24.1425 215.1 
15523 37453 1.3545 16.4400 12.3530 91.2 
22650 50994 2.1069 8.4400 13.9489 66.2 
32208 135026 8.5850 74.4000 142.4321 165.9 

Velocity Profiles in Laminar Flow 

Four representative profiles at Reynolds number of 1084, 

1627, 1952 and 2627 were taken in the laminar region,, These 

are plotted in dimensional form in figures 5-8. For purposes 

of comparison, the theoretical profiles are also shown0 

A systematic deviation between the experimental and 

theoretical profiles is observed; the experimental velocities 

below approximately half the depth are larger than those 

predicted,, One explanation of this deviation is that the 

flow is not quite developed; if the stream entered the channel 

with a flat profile, i,e, u is constant over the entire depth, 

the viscous drag at the wall would retard velocities near the 

wall, which causes a consequent increase of velocities away 

from the wall. If this process were not completed, velocities 

near the wall would be larger than they are for the fully 

developed case; and those away from the wall would be smaller,, 
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It was determined in "THEORY - Profile Development" that the 

profiles were taken downstream far enough to ensure fully 

developed flow; this conclusion, however, was based on flow 

in pipes and closed channels0 The subject of profile 

development in open channels is itself \tforthy of a full, 

independent study, and was not experimentally studied for 

this worko Therefore, it can not be concluded whether dis¬ 

agreement between the theoretical and the experimental pro¬ 

files is due to lack of development or to some other phenomena. 

In actual fact, the disagreement is barely sufficient 

to warrant any consternation. The largest disagreement occurs 

near the wall. Over the majority of the profile, the error 

is generally less than 51. By far the largest experimental 

error is known to occur near the wall. There are two reasons 

for these errors. Firstly, the velocities near the wall are 

very low, and in most cases beyond the normal calibration 

curve of the hot wire. The hot wire circuitry is designed 

to give a linear relation between the velocity and the signal, 

but at very low velocities this relationship becomes non¬ 

linear. In most cases it was not possible to obtain the 

extreme end of the calibration curve and extrapolation of the 

curve into the low velocity range was the only alternative. 

Secondly, the method of measurement of the location of 

the wall was subject to error. All depths were determined 

by the reading on a dial indicator, which functioned by moving 

with the plate to which the probe was attached. All measure- 



merits were made relative to the probe tips; i0e0, when the 

probe tips touched the surface, the dial reading established 

a reference reading to which all other readings were referred 

The bottom was located by lowering the probe until the tips 

just touched the bottom,, This was done visually, by sight- 
ft 

ing through the wall of the channel, with the eye approximate 

ly level with the channel bottom,, However, this proved to 

be very difficult, and errors on the order of „001 inches 

are likely to exist in the probe position measurements to 

determine the location of the bottom0 Since all depths were 

subsequently referenced to the bottom, for purposes of 

computation, errors of 501 or better may occur in the very 

near vicinity of the wall„ At distances from the wall of 01" 

the error is 1% t and becomes negligible thereafter There¬ 

fore, this error is only significant near the wall„ The 

combination of this error and the error in extrapolating the 

calibration curve to low velocities combine to make the 

accuracy of measurements near the wall very poor 

A less severe test of the data is suggested by observ¬ 

ing the form of equation (19), u+ = y+ - y+^/J 3Re0 If this 

equation is rearranged in the form (y+ - u+)J 3Re = y+2, the 

right side of this equation is independent of the Re0 There¬ 

fore, the left side must demonstrate this same independence, 

and consequently if (y+ - u+)J3Re is plotted vs„ y+, a 

unique relation for laminar profiles independent of the Re 

should be obtained0 The data has been modified by use of the 
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expression for u* in equation (29) and has been plotted in 

dimensionless form in figure (16). That data conforms very 

well to the line (y+-u+) J 3Re a y+^ for y+ > 10. For y+<C 

10, the above mentioned errors are large enough to violate 

the relation. 

One further modification of the data in the usual u+ vs. 

log y+ form is presented in figure (17). From the equation 

u+ = y+-y+2/j 3Re, it is seen that no unique correlation of 

u+ vs y+ independent of Re can be expected, where the data 

is graphed in this form. However, laminar profiles in this 

dimensionless form are useful for comparison to turbulent 

profiles, which are most generally correlated by this method. 

A significant observation is afforded by this figure. 

As the Re increases, the profiles tend to progress further 

and further from Deissler's^ correlation for turbulent flow. 

This is a significant trend, in that when the critical Re 

is reached its corresponding profile will be far from the 

established velocity distribution for turbulent flow. A 

sudden, catastropic adherence of the distribution to 

Deissler's curve at the slightest onset of turbulence is not 

anticipated; rather a gradual approach to this curve as the 

Re increases seems likely. 

It was not possible to establish a definite Re to repre¬ 

sent the initial appearance of turbulence. In fact, such a 

number is most likely subject to the experimental conditions 
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(9) , because o£ complex vibrations that are peculiar to each 

piece of equipment. However, at least a range for Reav may 

be assigned, based on the profiles obtained for this study. 

At Re = 2627, the flow is definitely laminar; at Re = 3612 a 

turbulent profile was obtained. Therefore, one may assign 

the range 2600-3600 to Recr. Extrapolation of existing data 

in the lower turbulence region indicates that the friction 

factor begins to vary from the theoretical f - 24/Re nearer 

2600 than 3600. For the purposes of this work, Recr will be 

chosen as 3000. 

/To 
and ^ = » 

Transition'--Turbulent Velocity Distributions 

Seven representative profiles were measured in the 

transition region. These profiles are presented in dimension¬ 

al form in figures 9-15. 

To reduce these profiles to a dimensionless relation 

between u+ and y+, the friction velocity, u*, must be 

evaluated. From the definitions of u* = Pf 
the relation u* = uay f/2 is obtained. In order, then, to 

obtain a value for u*, one must have available reliable 

friction data. It was attempted to obtain such data experi¬ 

mentally for this study; however, this attempt proved to be 

of no value. In order to determine the friction factor, 

three quantities must be accurately measured; the average 

velocity, the depths, and channel slope. The depth must be 

the true normal depth; only at this depth is the depth 
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gradient zero, and only when the depth gradient is zero can 

one obtain the wall stress, 7® . At normal depth, %=Q t 

Therefore, knowledge of the normal depth and the channel 

angle allows calculation of Ho , However, this relation de¬ 

pends on zero momentum flux through the surface0 This re¬ 

quirement was not met by the transition profiles, The only 

other alternative is to determine the velocity gradient at 

the wall, and apply the relation To = JX* \^.Q, This was 

not possible, due to previously explained inaccuracies in u 

and y near the wall. 

Even in the event normal depth could have been obtained, 

roeasurement of the channel angle would have prevented accurate 

values of f, The. age warping of; the. Luc it e bed and the 

resulting local curvature of the channel bottom prevented 

accurate measurement of a meaningful local angle0 The angle 

may be estimated from the laminar profiles by using the re¬ 

lations T© = p0ckiv\0 and f = ~ 24/Reo This yields 

the relation Slv\ <9 = 0 Substitution of values from 

the 4 laminar profiles gives values of sin = o000181, 

,000180 and O000179, for Re = 1084, 1627, 1952, and 2627, 

respectively,. These values represent a very small angle, and 

measurement thereof would require precise apparatus not 

available. 

Because of these difficulties, it was decided that ex¬ 

perimental data determined by other authors for the express 

purpose of measuring the friction factor would be more de- 
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pen dab leo The friction factor curve used for purposes of 

this thesis is shown in Figure (20)a The data of Belkin and 

McLeod* was obtained from thin films on vertical walls, and 

was no doubt subject to an interfacial drag similar to that 

encountered by this author,, This, among other things, prob¬ 

ably contributed to the large scatter,, Tracy and Lester^ 

obtained their data in a channel with flow depths much great¬ 

er than those obtained in this work, and therefore any dis¬ 

tortion due to surface drag is consequently much less,, Their 

efforts to adjust flow to a correct normal depth also lends 

confidence to their results „ The line indicated by their 

data was extrapolated through the region investigated by 

Belkin and McLeod, but it can be seen that it provides a 

satisfactory fit in this region,, 

The profiles reduced to dimensionless form are shown in 

Figure (18)„ The variation of the velocity distributions 

with the Reynolds number indeed follows the trend suggested 

in the previous section; i„e0, as the Re increases, the 

distribution tends to approach that predicted by Deissler0 

The profile for the lowest turbulent Re is well above 

Deissler’s curve; this suggests that it is very near the 

laminar region,, Conversely, the velocity distribution for 

the highest Re, 32,208, agrees well with the Deissler corre¬ 

lation; it is well into the turbulent region,, This agreement 

suggests that an upper limit of Re = 32 ,000 may be assigned 
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to the transition region,, 

The scatter at low velocities and depths appears again 

here, as it did in the case of laminar flow,, This is a re¬ 

grettable but not unusual result; however, until more precise 

equipment is developed, it appears to be unavoidable,, 

One of the purposes of this paper is to develop a unique 

correlation for velocity profiles in the transition; there¬ 

fore the form of Figure (18) is unsatisfactory„ Rothfus and 

Monrad^ have developed a method whereby they have reduced 

profiles in tubes in the transition region to a single rela¬ 

tionship; moreover, they have demonstrated that a modification 

of this method can be used to reduce transition profiles be¬ 

tween parallel plates to a single correlation,. To demonstrate 

this method, the development shown in their paper will be 

drawn upon freely,. 

In attempting to reduce the transition profiles in tubes 

to a single correlation, independent of the Reynolds number, 

Rothfus and Monrad reasoned that multiplication of the usual 

u+ and y+ values by a factor which depended on the Reynolds 

number in the transition region, but was fairly insensitive 

to the Reynolds number in the higher turbulent region might 

provide an empirical method for accounting for the Reynolds 

effecto Such a factor proved to be Cuav/
u

inax )t« (Sub¬ 

scripts t and p will be used in this discussion to refer to 

tubes and parallel plates, respectively„) When u+ was multi- 
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plied by (uav/umax)t and y* by Cumax/uav)t, the modified 

values did indeed show a single functional relationship,, 

This is empirical of course, but it accomplished the desired 

endo 

In attempting to extend this method to flow between 

parallel plates, Rothfus and Monrad depended on an analogy 

based on laminar flow0 In tubes, the velocity profile is 

described by u = jLjS.'rQ " r ) » where r and rQ represent 

distances from the center line to a point and to the wall, 

b2), 
TOP 2 

respectivelyo Between parallel plates u = (bQ 

where r and bQ represent distances from the center line to 

a point and to the wall, as above0 Now if ^O-t = , bQ = r , 

and the same fluid is flowing in each conduit, then the velocity 

profiles will be coincident„ Therefore, it is reasonable to 

assume that if the same conditions are met for turbulent flow, 

the profiles will again be coincident„ The corresponding 

Reynolds numbers are defined as Ret = 2rQuav f/jK 1 and % ’ 

nwp 

Now, since the profiles are coincident, their 

maximum velocities um will be the same; this is because (um) 

" (um)t, or (um)p/(u*)p - (um)t/(u*)t, and (uj 
a 

(ust)t<1 However, the average velocities will differ because 

of the different geometries involved,, Therefore, u_„ must be 

written as (uav/um)xum» When this is done, the relation 

between Re in the tube and the parallel plate with coincident 

profiles is Rep/Ret «* 2(uav/um)p/(uav/um)t„ This establishes 

a Reynolds in the parallel plate whose velocity profile is 
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coincident with that of a given Reynolds in the tube; there¬ 

fore, any modification of the parallel plate Reynolds number 

should give the same result as the identical modification of 

the corresponding tube Reynolds number0 
t 

This result is applied practically by finding a tube 

Reynolds number which satisfies the above relation to a desired 

parallel plate Reynolds number,, Then, the u+ and y+ values 

for the plate are multiplied by (uav/um)t, 
ant* (um/

uav)t* 

respectively0 Rothfus and Monrad the appropriate value of 

(uav/um)t from an exPerimental graph of (uav/m)t vs. 2r0(um)t 

the same for the tube and parallel plate,, Then from the 

graph, the correct value of (uav/um)t 
can be obtained,, 

Essentially the same procedure was applied to the seven 

profiles obtained in the open channel„ um was taken to be the 

value of u where (du/dy) = 0„ The distance from the wall to 

this point was taken as the value of b„ Calculation of 

2bum /jj^ then yielded values for (uav/um)t, from Figure (21) „ 

These values were then appropriately applied to the u+, y+ 

values of the open channel profile (from the wall to the point 

where (du/dy) = 0, only)„ ->The result of this modification is 

shown in Figure (15)„ Within experimental error, the modified 

values do conform very satisfactorily to a single correlation,, 

Upon review, one might ask why it is necessary to revert 

￼If um for the parallel plate is known, 2r0(um)t 

can be calculated, since r0 = b, 

back to values obtained in tubes in order to correlate 
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parallel plate data, In other words, why not simply modify 

the u+, y+ values between parallel plates by (uav/u ) rather 
m p 

than by (uav/um)t ? It is an obvious suggestion, and no 

doubt it was tried by Rothfus and Monrad, though they do 

not mention it0 As a matter of completeness, it was tried by 

this author*, Surprisingly, the results are not nearly as 

good as those obtained by Rothfus and Monrad's method. Since 

this approach yielded no significant improvement over the 

unmodified u+, y+ curve, the results will not be presented. 

Depth Gradients 

It was stated in the "Theory" section that similarity 

of profiles is insured by a very small depth gradient at the 

point of measurement. Depth profiles as a function of down¬ 

stream distance were measured in order to evaluate the 

gradient. Values for the depth gradient at 11 feet were 

taken from the depths at 10'9" and 11'3", These values are 

tabulated in Table 4, The gradients associated with the 

experimental Reynolds numbers are seen to be sufficiently 

small to satisfy the requirement for similarity. 
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Table 4. 

Re Cdii»3»* - ^io’9"^ * in. (dn,) , in. Ad/Ax 

1084 .0170 .2990 .0028 
1627 .0130 .3390 .0022 
1952 .0175 .3540 .0029 
2627 .0140 .3720 .0023 
3612 .0015 .4255 .0003 
5965 .0135 .5015 ,0023 
8762 ..0155 .5670 .0026 

11155 .0195 ,6245 .0033 
15523 .0120 .70 70 .0020 
22650 ,0145 .9090 .0024 
32208 .0315 .4926 ,0053 

Accuracy of Experimental Data 

In order to insure the dependability of the experimental 

data, several restrictions were obeyed in the selection of 

profiles. These restrictions are due to a number of experi¬ 

mental difficulties which persisted over the course of the 

experiment. 

All profiles were obtained by the use of a constant 

temperature hot-wire anemometer. The use of this instrument 

in a liquid is a fairly recent technique, and the experimental 

hazards involved in its use require a constant, careful sur¬ 

veillance. Since the diameter of the wire is only .001 

inches, and its length is approximately 1/8", its performance 

is very sensitive to any surface impurities or scum that 

might accumulate on it. Each wire must be calibrated, and 

its calibration changes with the overheating ratio, Tw-T^/Tw, 

which is set by a resistance dial by the operator. Theoret¬ 

ically, it is possible to determine calibration curves at a 
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few overheating ratios, and then for any other overheating 

ratio extrapolate in the desired curve. This is the method 

used by Darby**, However, preliminary work with the hot-wire 

anemometer indicated that this was not a very dependable 

technique for the purposes of this investigation. The drift 

caused by the slow accumulation of scum on the wire re¬ 

duced its dependable continuous performance to 3 or 4 hours 

at the most. This drift, plus frequent wire burnout, pre¬ 

vented generation of a family of calibration curves. Instead, 

the wire calibration was obtained after the measurment of 

each individual profile, A complete run, plus calibration, 

took 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 hours. In many cases, this was time 

enough to throw the wire off constant performance. Therefore, 

no profile was used which did not show a good calibration 

of the wire. Also, each profile used had several points 

double checked, and if the velocities did not agree with each 

other within t 51, the profile was rejected. 

Signal drift was reduced appreciably by installing 

mechanical filters in the flow system to filter out room 

dust, and the channel was covered when not in operation. 

Another difficulty resulted from the channel construc¬ 

tion, The bed and walls of the channel were made of Lucite, 

which proved in time to warp considerably. Therefore, a 

long, perfectly straight channel was never obtained. The 

inconsistences in the channel bed had a small effect on the 

depth gradient. Therefore, depth gradients were measured at 
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several different flow rates, and it was found that at a 

position 11 feet from the entrance the gradient was most 

nearly zero for all flow rates measured,, These gradients are 

listed in Table 4, All profiles were subsequently taken at 

this station, and were not accepted unless the depth grad¬ 

ient at this station were very small0 

Conclusions 

(1) The velocity profiles for both laminar and transi¬ 

tion flow in an open channel demonstrate a flux of momentum 

through the surface. The air layer absorbs only a negligible 

portion of this momentum. In an investigation by Darby\ a 

similar inequality of momentum flux was observed to exist at 

the interface between two co-currently flowing liquids. The 

excess momentum was apparently absorbed by wave action at 

the interface. By analogy, it is assumed that the indicated 

flux of momentum through the surface of the flow stream in 

an open channel is due to surface wave action, 

(2) The above mentioned surface momentum flux causes the 

maximum local fluid velocity and the point of zero momentum 

flux to occur beneath the surface, 

(3) If only the portion of the profiles between the wall 

and the point of zero momentum flux is considered, the pro¬ 

files can be correlated in a meaningful manner, 

(4) Laminar profiles, in theory, obey the relation 

u+ — y+ - y+^/ f3Re, This relation is based on zero momentum 
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flux at the "surface", a condition which is fulfilled by the 

method of conclusion (3), Arranging this equation in the 

form (y+ - u+) f 3Re = y+^ suggested plotting (y+ - u+) J 3Re 
vs, y+. This produced a very good correlation of the four 

laminar profiles, 

(5) Profiles in the transition region can be uniquely 

correlated in the manner of Rothfus and Monrad^, This 

method requires modification of the u and y values by a 

factor, (uav/um)t, which has been measured experimentally 

as a function of the Reynolds number, 

(6) The success of the above correlations substantiates 

statements made herein in regard to profile development and 

similarity: i,e,, the downstream distances required for 

pr'ofile development in an open channel can be implied from 

similar data for pipes and parallel plates; and, once the 

profile is developed, it will remain "similar" as long as 

the geometry of the flow path remains constant, or changes 

in a smooth, gradual manner. 
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FIG. 21 
( Rothfus and Monrad, ref.16) 
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APPENDIX A1 

EQUIPMENT DETAILS 

CHANNEL AND END SECTIONS - The channel, entrance and exit 

sections were originally constructed for Darby's use by 

Plasteco, Inc. of Houston, Texas. The construction material 

for the channel and end sections and also the reservoir and 

overhead tanks is 1/4" Plexiglass, a smooth transparent 

plastic. The channel was designed to handle cocurrent flow 

of two liquids. Since only one flowing liquid was used for 

this study, the top was removed and is not described. 

The channel had an open run of 15 feet, and was 2 1/2" 

deep by 11 1/2" wide. It was bolted to the supporting 

framework at 1' intervals by 1/4" bolts. These bolts secured 

the channel by means of plastic lugs cemented to the side of 

the channel. 

The end sections are connected to the channel by 1/2" 

Plexiglas flanges. 1/4" Neoprene rubber gaskets, cut to 

conform smoothly to the channel mouth, were used as a seal. 

Flange connection was made with 1/4" bolts. 

A diagram of an end section with its dimensions is shown 

in Figure Al-1. The top and bottom of the end section were 

removable. This aided in cleaning the section and equipping 

the perforated baffle plate with a clean glass wool wrapping. 

The top and bottom were bolted to the section through plastic 

lugs by 1/4" bolts, and sealed by 1/8" Neoprene rubber gaskets. 

The perforated baffle plate in the bottom of the section was 

retained in grooves formed by cementing 1/4" strips of Plexi- 
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glas to the sides of the section. When in place, the plate 

fit flush against the channel bottom and the horizontal plate, 

which divided the section in half. This forced all the liquid 

entering the entrance section to pass through the plate 

perforations and the glass wool wrapping. The entrance sec¬ 

tion was also equipped with a 200 mesh stainless steel screen, 

mounted on a rigid wire framework. The screen was slightly 

downstream from the baffle plate and was easily removed for 

cleaning. Other than the baffle plate and screen in the 

entrance section, the entrance and exit sections were iden¬ 

tical. 

The horizontal plate was a feature employed by Darby to 

divide the flow of the two liquids. For this work, it x^as 

lifted so that it would not contact the surface of the liquid 

near the mouth of the channel. Therefore, it provided no 

hindrance and was not removed. 

A 3/8" Plexiglas plate threaded to receive the 2M PVC 

pipe was cemented at the large end of the sections. Pipe 

screwed into this plate provided the liquid entrance path 

from the down-pipe, 

SUPPORTING FRAMEWORK - The trussed framework used to support 

the channel and end sections consisted of a base frame of 

2" x 2" x 3/16” angle iron, and a movable bed of 1 1/2" x 

1 1/2" x 1/4" angle iron. The movable bed was pinned to the 

base frame at the exit end by a 1" diameter horizontal steel 
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bar. The entrance end of the bed was center supported by 

a 1 1/8" diameter screw, which was threaded through a cross 

bar in the base frame. The threaded screw allowed the 

channel to be tilted through an approximate 2° range. 

Bolts attached to the movable bed on either side of the 

screw could be tightened against the base frame, providing 

stability for the channel. 

Angle iron supports bolted at either end of the movable 

bed provided piping support. Without this support, the 

strain on the end sections would be sufficient to crack them. 

An auxiliary iron framework at the entrance end supported 

the overflow, downflow, and delivery pipes for the overhead 

tank. All piping to framework connections were made with 

U-bolts, and contacting surfaces were separated by 1/4" 

rubber strips. 

A smaller 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" x 1/4" framework was bolted to 

the movable bed at 4 stations, and provided the actual 

channel support. The bolted connections allowed the support¬ 

ing framework to be aligned parallel to the movable bed. 

This framework was covered with 1/4" rubber strips, and a 

1/4" plywood bed, in that order. The channel rested on the 

plywood bed and was secured through the plywood and rubber 

strips to the framework by bolts. 

TANKS - Both the reservoir and overhead tanks were made of 

1/4" Plexiglas, The reservoir tank was 2 1/2* x 2 1/2* x 

2 1/2’, and the overhead tank was 2* x 2’ x 2', 3/8" threaded 
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Plexiglas flanges were used for piping connections to the 

tanks. The reservoir tank had piping for the pump suction, 

channel drainage, and overhead tank overflow. The overhead 

tank was piped to receive liquid from the pump, for overflow, 

and for downflow delivery to the channel. Each tank was 

fitted with square Plexiglas tops which could be bolted to 

the tank. Both tanks were reinforced by 1 1/2" angle iron 

framework. The overflow baffle in the overhead tank was 

secured in grooves made by cementing 1/4" Plexiglas strips 

to the sides of the tank. All joints and cementing were done 

with PS-18 cement. 

PIPING - Piping and fittings were of 2" schedule 80 normal 

impact PVC plastic. A special Teflon base liquid dope was 

used for all connections. 

FILTERS - The perforated blind end section for liquid delivery 

to the overhead tank was wrapped with glass wool, which was 

held in place by enameled copper wire. This section also 

contained a 200 mesh cylindrical screen, which was fastened 

at top and bottom by expandable brass rings. The entrance 

section baffle plate was also wrapped with glass wool, held 

by enameled copper wire. A 200 mesh stainless steel screen 

in the entrance section provided further filtration. The 

glass wool was an effective filtering agent, and had to be 

changed frequently. 

PUMP - A Worthington standard end suction centrifugal pump, 

type 2CN-32, powered by a 2 HP 3600 rpm U.S. motor, provided 
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liquid circulation. The single stage pump is made of cast 

iron, and has a bronze impeller. Its maximum output is 150 

gallons per minute against a 40’ head. The pump casing was 

plated with corrosion resistant cadmium. Both pump and motor 

rested on a common channel iron frame, which was secured to 

the concrete floor with bolts. Rubber padding was inserted 

between the framework and floor. 

ANEMOMETER - A Model IIHR (Iowa Inst, of Hydraulic Research) 

Constant Temperature Hot-Wire Anemometer, constructed by 

Hubbard Inst. Co., of Iowa City, Iowa, was used to measure 

the velocity profiles. The instrument has t\^o complete 

channels and can be used, with probe modification, in either 

air or water. Theory and operating characteristics are ex¬ 

tensively described in a manual**, and will not be reviewed 

here. 

ELECTRICAL FILTER CIRCUITS - Because the wire signal is so 

sensitive to turbulent fluctuations, and only mean values 

were desired, electronic filter circuits were installed to 

reduce signal fluctuation. One circuit, used by Darby, 

filtered out frequencies greater than one cycle per second. 

A second circuit, built for this work, further filtered 

fluctuations of greater than 0.1 cycles per second. This 

second filter greatly reduced the amount of work required to 

obtain values for the fluid velocities without any apparent 

reduction in -accuracy. The signal from the second circuit 
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was fed to a milliammeter, and the slow response offered a 

very steady reading on the meter scale, These readings, 

when referred to the meter zero reading, gave an exact 

linear indication of the velocity. In order to determine 

any reduction in the accuracy, a profile was measured both 

with and without the second circuit, simultaneously. The 

signal from the wire was fed to the original filter circuit 

and recorded by a Honeywell Visicorder, as was done by Darby, 

At the same time, the signal was fed through both filter cir¬ 

cuits and to the ammeter installed after the second circuit. 

Figure Al-3 shows a comparison of the profiles as measured by 

the two methods. The agreement was sufficient to warrant 

using the second filter, A diagram of the two circuits is 

shown in Figure Al-4, 

HOT-WIRE PROBES - The probes used in connection with the 

anemometer were constructed by hand. A schematic drawing 

of one typical probe is shown in Figure Al-5, The probe 

materials were #304 hard drawn needle tubing, .049" O.D. 

and ,008" wall thickness, small stainless sewing needles, 

Beldon #28 enameled copper transformer lead wire, and 

Devcon plastic steel resin binder. To construct a probe, 

an 8" length of needle tubing was bent about 80° 1 1/2" 

from one end. Two equal length lead wires were then threaded 

through the tubing, and allowed to project out the bent end. 

Approximately 1/4" of these wires was stripped of insulation 
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at each end* The heads of two needles were then filed down, 

so that a groove was formed by the eye. These grooves were 

fitted around the ends of the stripped lead wire, and soft 

soldered in place. These joints were then painted with in¬ 

sulating dope, and drawn up against the end of the needle 

tubing. The needles were lined up parallel to a line ex¬ 

tending from the axis of the tubing, and were V'd so that 

they were 1/8M apart at the tips. Then they were cemented to 

the tubing with the Devcon resin, JVhen dry, the cement coat¬ 

ing was sanded into a streamline shape, and then painted with 

insulating dope for a smooth finish. 

The hot-wire was a ,001" diameter wire made of a 

nickel-steel alloy called Hytemco, To attach it to the probe, 

the probe was inverted so that the wire would be connected 

to the bottom of the needles, and would therefore be the 

first part of the probe to touch the surface or the bottom. 

The bottom side of the needle point was then filed slightly 

flat to provide a good wetting and bonding surface for the 

soft solder. The point was then silvered with a small 

amount of solder. The hot-wire was hung over the 1/8" gap 

between the needles and across the needle tips. The wire 

was weighted in place by 2 small alligator clips which hung 

from each end of the wire. The tiniest drop of hot solder 

possible was then applied to the wire. The soldering of the 

wire proved to be most difficult, and much time and practice 
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was expended before a suitable bond could be made, Stability 

of the joint could be tested with the control in the "check" 

position, and the "balance" meter on, This would send a very 

small current through the wire, which could be detected by 

the microammeter connected to the "balance" circuit. This 

small current was far too small to burn the wire out. If 

wiggling of the wire caused current fluctuation, it indicated 

that the joint was not secure. That is, the resistance of 

the wire had to change for the current to change, and the 

only way this could be done was to change the area of contact 

between wire and needle. If this occured, the joint was re¬ 

soldered until it performed satisfactorily. Once the hot¬ 

wire was properly connected, the probe was inserted in the 

traversing mechanism and the lead wires were connected to the 

anemometer input jack, 

TRAVERSING MECHANISM - A mechanism to support the probe and 

move it in a vertical position consisted basically of three 

1/4" aluminum plates, A drawing of the mechanism is shown 

in Figure Al-6, The top and bottom plates are connected and 

remain stationary, while the middle plate is moved up and 

down by a threaded rod attached to the top plate. The four 

brass rods which connect the upper and lower plates pass 

through holes in the moving plate and do not hinder its 

movement. The plate is guided by brass cylinders connected 

to two diagonal corners. These cylinders fit around verti¬ 

cal rods fastened to the bottom plate. Small residual wobble 
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was corrected by attaching two springs to the remaining two 

corners of the moving plate and the bottom plate. 

The probe passes through small holes in the bottom and 

the middle plate. Compression fittings with Teflon ferrules 

and brass packing nuts were used to grip the probe in place. 

The probe was tightly gripped to the moving plate, and very 

slightly gripped by the lower plate. Therefore, it would 

move with the middle plate, and would be stabilized, but 

not hindered, by slight friction with the fitting on the 

lower plate. 

The probe position was measured by a Tumico Dial 

Indicator, a device with a protruding rod which transformed 

vertical movement into revolution of the dial indicator. 

The indicator covered 2" of vertical movement, measurable 

in ,0005" divisions. The design of the traversing mechanism 

necessitated tooling a 1" extension rod, in order to reach 

the channel bottom. The indicator was attached to the top 

plate, and its stem rested on the top surface of the moving 

plate. The input jack from the hot-wire anemometer instru¬ 

ment was mounted horizontally on the moving plate. Previous 

location of the jack on the top plate caused working of the 

lead wire around the top of the probe, and this in time 

seemed to change the resistance. Mounting the jack on the 

moving plate prevented any bending of the wires. 

The mechanism had rubber strips glued on the bottom which 

coincided with the edges of the channel. For measurements, 
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the mechanism was placed on top o£ the channel, and then 

clamped down to lugs located on the channel sides. 



APPENDIX A2 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

In this appendix, the experimental profiles are tabu¬ 

lated in dimensional and dimensionless form. The dimension¬ 

less values are in reference to the profile as evaluated at 

the depth where du/dy s 0, Values of u, the velocity, and y, 

the distance from the wall, below the solid line    re¬ 

present values between the depth where du/dy = 0 and the 

surface. 

For the laminar profiles, an additional column, u , 

gives theoretical values of the velocity for the correspond¬ 

ing experimental dimensionless distance from the wall, y. 

These values were calculated from the equation u+ = y+ - 

y+2/\) 3Re. 

Pertinent information included with each profile are 

explained below; 
pd 
judy = 
O 

Re 

uav = 

f 

u* 

r = 

u = 

the area inclosed by the graphical profile, obtained 

by planimeter, and based on the depth of zero 

velocity gradient, d, 

, fd 
1/d )o udy, 

friction factor, calculated from 24/Re for laminar 

flow; obtained from Figure 20 for transition flow, 

uav f/2, from Equation (28), 

signal reading, scale units in milliamperes, 

fluid velocity at distance from the wall, y, obtain¬ 

ed from appropriate calibration curve in Appendix A3, 
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y = distance from the wall, measured by dial indicator. 

u+ = u/udimensionless fluid velocity. 

Y+ = yu*^^ , dimensionless distance from the wall. 

(uav/um)t = value used to modify u+ and y+; from Figure 21 

(values shown in Table A2-2). 

* - indicates u and y extrapolated from experimental 

profile. 



TABLE A2 - 1 

Re = 1084 

J0
udy = ,00240 ft £/sec. f = .02214 

uav » . 10 83 ft. /sec. u* » .01139 ft,/sec 

r u, ft./sec. y» in. 
+ 

u + 
y uth 

* .0200 .0075 1.76 .80 .79 
* .0400 .0175 3.51 1.87 1.81 
* .0600 .0350 5.37 3.75 3.50 
51 .0766 .0565 6.72 6.05 5.41 
84 .0920 .0815 8.07 8.73 7.39 

114 .1059 .1065 9.29 11.41 9.13 
137 .1163 .1315 10.21 14.09 10.61 
158 .1258 .1565 11.04 16.76 11.83 
176 .1347 .1815 11.82 19,44 12.81 
192 .1420 .2065 12.46 22.12 13.54 
199 .1452 .2315 12.74 24.80 14.01 
204 .1477 .2515 12,96 26.94 14.21 
207 .1490 ,2665 13.08 28.55 14.25 
209 . 1500 .2815 
200 .1458 .2915 
195 .1436 .2990 

Re » 1627 
A 

?/sec, * .00363 ft f = .01475 

uav - .1432 ft. /sec. u* = .01230 ft ./sec. 

r u, ft,/sec. y» in. u+ y uth 

* .0188 .0100 1.53 1,15 1.13 
* .0375 .0175 3.05 2.01 1.91 
18 .0484 .0270 3.93 3.10 2.96 
30 .0580 .0370 4.72 4.25 3.99 
46 .0720 ,0470 5.85 5.40 4.98 
65 .0870 .0620 7.07 7,12 6.39 
93 .1100 .0870 8.94 10,00 8.57 

118 .1310 .1120 10.65 12.87 10.50 
138 .1480 ,1370 1-2,03 15.74 12.19 
156 .1630 . 1620 .13,25 18.61 13.70 
170 .1740 .1870 14.14 21.49 14.88 
183 .1855 .2120 15.08 24,36 15.87 
194 .1940 ,2370 15.77 27.23 16.62 
203 .2020 .2620 16.42 30.10 17.14 
209 .2070 .2870 16.83 32.98 17.41 
212 .2095 .3020 17.03 34,70 17.47 
213 .2100 .3040 17.07 34.93 17.47 
210 .2080 ,3170 
206 .2040 .3270 
203 . 2020 ,3390 
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Re = 1952 

j udy o 
= ,00417 ft?/sec. f = .012295 

uav 
= . 1580 ft. /sec. u* = .01239 ft, /sec 

r u , ft./sec, y, in. u+ 
y+ uth 

* ,0250 ,0,090 2,02 1.09 1.07 
18 9 0623 ,0220 5,03 2.66 2,57 
25 .0678 .0320 5.47 3,86 3.66 
54 .0925 ,0570 7.47 6,88 6,26 
79 .1140 ,0820 9,20 9.90 8.62 

100 . 1320 ,1070 10,65 12,92 10.74 
127 c 1550 , 1320 12.51 15.94 12.62 
150 . 1740 . 15 70 14.04 18.96 14,26 
160 .1830 , 1820 14.77 21.98 15,67 
174 .1950 ,2070 15.74 25.00 16,83 
188 .2079 .2320 16,71 28.02 17.76 
195 .2130 ,2570 17,19 31,04 18,45 
208 .2240 .2820 18.08 34,06 18.90 
214 .2290 ,3020 18.48 36.47 19.09 
215 ,2300 .3170 18.56 38,28 19.13 
210 ,2260 .3320 
205 . 2220 .3420 
200 .2170 .3540 

Re »' 2627 
’ ® ® °' 

\ Udy 
ss ,00578 ft^/sec. f = .009136 

uav s .2084 ft, /sec. u* II o o
 

►—*
 

O
 

00
 

o\
 

ft, /sei 

r u , ft./sec, y,in. 
+ 

u + 
y uth 

* .0400 .0100 2.84 1,33 1.31 
* .0600 .0200 4.26 2.66 2.58 
* ,0900 ,0400 6.39 5.44 5.01 
45 . 1190 .0580 8,44 7,73 7,06 
68 . 1430 ,0830 10,15 11,06 9,68 
92 , 16 80 .1080 11,92 14,40 12,06 

115 ,1910 . 1330 13.56 17.73 14.19 
137 .2140 .1580 15.19 21.06 16,07 
155 .2330 .1830 16.54 24.39 17.69 
167 .2480 .2080 17.60 27,73 19.07 
189 .2660 .2330 18.88 31.06 20,20 
204 .2840 ,2580 20.16 34,39 21.07 
215 .2960 .2830 21,01 37.72 21.70 
219 .2990 .30 80 21.22 41,06 22,08 
224 .2040 .3330 21.58 44,39 22,20 
220 ,3000 .3430 
215 , 2950 ,3530 
211 ,2920 .3630 
2-5 .2850 .3720 
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Re = 3612 

fudy 8 ,00791 ft?/sec. f = .0102 
o 

uav 
8 ,2435 ft,/sec. u* = .01747 ft . /sec. 

r u, ft,/sec, y,in. 
+ 

u 
+ 

y u+(uav/um)t y+(um/
uaV) 

15 .0555 .0150 3.18 2.49 2.23 3.56 
23 .0675 .0200 3.86 3.32 2.70 4.74 
46 .0985 ,0300 5.64 4.98 3.95 7.12 
68 ,1285 ,0400 7.36 6.64 5,15 9.49 
93 .1630 .0500 9,33 8.31 6.53 11.87 

115 .1925 .0650 11.02 10.80 7.71 15.43 
146 .2350 .0900 13.45 14,95 9.42 21.36 
166 .2630 .1150 15.05 19.10 10.54 27.29 
180 .2825 .1400 16.17 23,25 11,32 33.22 
190 ,2965 .1650 16.97 27.41 11.88 39.17 
192 .3000 ,1900 17.17 31.56 12.02 45.10 
198 .3075 .2400 17.60 35,71 12.32 51.03 
198 .30 75 .2400 17.60 39.86 12.32 56.96 
203 .3175 .2650 18.17 44.02 12.72 62.90 
208 .3215 ,2900 18.40 48.17 12.88 68,83 
210 .3245 .3100 18,57 51,49 13,00 73.58 
214 .3300 .3400 18.89 56.47 13.22 80.70 
217 .3335 .3600 19.09 59.80 13,30 85.45 
218 .3350 .3750 19.18 62.29 13,43 89.01 
221 .3390 .3900 19.40 64.78 13.58 92.57 
217 ,3335 .4050 
207 .3200 .4150 
200 .3100 .4255 

WMaaw«ae><B«»at m m m m m m c® 

Re = 5965 
udy = .01275 ft,/sec. f .0091 

uav 8 .3415 ft./sec. U* ■ .02303 ft . /sec. 

r ft,/sec. y, in. 
+ 

u 
+ 

y u+(uaV/
u

m)t y+CUjn/iiay) 

9 .0946 .0180 4.11 4.04 2.98 5,57 
25 .1175 .0280 5.10 6.29 3.70 8.67 
45 .1465 .0380 6.36 8.53 4.61 11.76 
75 .1900 ,0480 8.25 10.78 5.98 14.87 

108 .2375 ,0630 10.31 14.15 7.48 19.51 
142 ,2860 ,0880 12,41 19.76 9.00 27.25 
174 .3325 ,1130 14,43 25.38 10.46 35 .00 
190 .3560 .1380 15,45 30.99 11,20 42.74 
201 .3725 ,1880 16.17 42.22 11.72 58.22 
209 .3840 .2380 16.67 53.45 12.09 73.71 
210 .3850 ,2880 16.71 64,68 12.11 89.19 
214 .3915 .3380 16.99 75.90 12,32 104.67 
220 .4000 .3880 17.36 87.13 12,59 120.15 
221 .4014 .4130 17.42 92.75 12.63 127.90 
223 .4043 .4380 17.55 98.36 12.72 135.64 
223 .4043 .4480 17,55 100,61 12,72 138.74 
220 .4000 .4630 
215 .3925 .4780 
208 .3825 .4880 . 

205 ,3775 .4930 
200 .3700 .5015 
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CA Re = 8762 
)n 

udy = ,01815 ft f/sec. f ,0083 
uav = o 4134 ft o /sec. u* = .02663 ft. /sec. 

r u,ft ,/sec. y pin. u+ 
y+ u+(uav/um)t y+(um/uay) 

22 ,1186 ,0070 4.44 1,88 3.36 2.48 
35 ,1406 ,0120 5,26 3,23 3.98 4.27 
75 ,2080 .0270' 7,78 7.26 5.89 9.59 

138 ,3140 ,0520 11.74 13.98 8.89 21.11 
163 ,3560 ,0770 13,31 20.71 10.08 27.36 
182 ,3875 . 1020 14.49 27.43 10.97 36.24 
200 ,4180 ,1520 15.63 40.87 11,83 53.99 
210 ,4350 ,2020 16,27 54,32 12,32 71.76 
215 ,4435 .2520 16,59 67,76 12,56 89.51 
219 ,4509 .3020 16,86 81.21 12.76 107.28 
222 ,4560 .3520 17.05 94.65 12.91 125.03 
223 ,4577 ,4020 17.12 108,10 12.96 142.80 
225 .4610 .4520 17,24 121.54 13.05 160.55 
230 ,4693 ,4770 17,55 128.27 13.29 169.84 
237 ,4811 .5020 17.99 134.99 13.62 178,32 
240 .4862 .5120 18.18 137.68 13.70 181.88 
240 .4862 ,5270 18,18 141,71 13,70 187.20 
235 ,4778 ,5370 
229 ,4677 ,5470 
220 .4525 .5570 
215 ,4435 .5670 

rd Re - 11, 155 

3b udy = .02307 ft 7 /sec. f ,0079 
SXJ 
uav = ,4966 ft. /sec. u* = .03121 ft . /sec. 

r u,ft,/sec. y ,in. 
+ u 

+ 
y u-(uav/um)t y+(um/uaY) 

18 .1430 .0125 4,59 3.93 3.55 5.09 
30 .1780 ,0175 5.71 5.50 4.41 7,12 
60 .2310 .0275 7,41 8.64 5,73 11,18 
94 .2930 .03 75 9.40 11,78 7,27 15.24 

126 .3510 .0475 11.26 14,92 8.70 19.31 
165 .4230 ,0725 13.57 22.77 10.49 29,46 
142 .3810 .0575 12,22 18.06 9,45 23.37 
190 .4690 ,1075 15,04 33.76 11.63 43.69 
205 ,4960 .1575 15,91 49,46 12.30 64,00 
215 ,5150 ,2075 16,52 65,17 12.77 84.33 
224 ,5310 ,25 75 17,03 80,87 13.16 104.65 
111 .5380 .3075 17.25 96.57 13.33 124.96 
231 ,5440 ,35 75 17.45 112,28 13.49 145.29 
233 ,5480 .4075 17.57 127,98 13.58 165.61 
236 ,5540 .4575 17.77 143.68 13.74 185.92 
237 ,5560 .5075 17,83 159,39 13.78 206.25 
239 ,5590 ,5325 17,93 167,24 13.86 216.41 
241 ,5620 .5575 18,02 175,09 13.93 226 .57 
239 ,5590 .5675 
237 .5560 .5825 
235 ,5520 .5975 
230 ,5430 .6075 
224 ,5320 .6175 
220 ,5240 ,6245 



Re = 15 j, 5 2 3 

L udy = ,03612 ft 2 / ./sec. f .0073 
uav = o5748 ft. /sec. u* = .03473 ft. /sec. 

r u, fto/sec. y,in. 
+ u y+ y+(um/u 

12 0 0500 ,0050 1.44 1.78 2.11 
24 ,1460 ,0100 4.20 3.55 3.29 4.53 
50 ,2140 .0200 6.16 7.11 4.82 9.08 
76 ,2800 .0300 8.06 10.67 6.31 13.63 

100 ,3430 .0400 9.88 14.22 7.74 18.16 
115 .3810 .0500 10.97 17,77 8.59 22.69 
150 .4730 .0750 13,62 26,66 10.66 34.04 
165 .5110 .1000 14.72 35,54 11.53 45.38 
180 .5500 ,1500 15.84 53.31 12.40 68.08 
190 .5760 ,2000 16.59 71,08 12,99 90.77 
198 .5970 .2500 17,19 88,85 13,46 113.46 
203 .6100 .3000 17.57 106.62 13.76 136.15 
206 .6180 .3500 17,80 124,39 13.94 159.10 
210 .6280 ,4000 18,09 142,16 14.16 181.54 
211 .6310 .4500 18.17 159.93 14.23 204.23 
214 .6380 .5000 18.37 177.70 14.38 226.92 
215 .6400 .5500 18.43 195.47 14.43 249.62 
217 .6450 ,6000 18.58 213,24 14.55 272.31 
220 .6550 .6250 18.86 222.13 14.77 283.66 
221 ,6580 .6500 18,95 231.01 14.84 295.00 
221 ,6580 .6600 18.95 234.56 14.84 299.53 
217 .6450 ,6700 
211 ,6310 .6800 
206 ,6180 .6900 
201 .6050 ,7000 
197 .5940 . 7070 

2 Re 

,/sec. 
= 22.650 

JQ udy = ,04842 ft f .00675 
uav = ,7263 ft. /sec. u* = .04219 ft ./sec. 

r u,ft,/sec. y ,in. + u y+ u (uav/um)t 
y+(Um^: 7 .0650 .0060 1,54 2,47 1.22 

18 ,1670 .0110 3.96 4,53 3,14 5.72 
39 .3600 .0210 8,53 8.64 6.76 10.91 
65 .4650 .0310 11.02 12.75 8,73 16.10 
89 .5240 ,0410 12,41 16.87 9.83 21.31 

105 .5640 .0510 13.36 20.98 10.58 26.50 
120 ,6000 ,0760 14,21 31,27 11,25 39.50 
140 .6490 .1010 15.37 41.55 12.17 52.48 
159 ,6960 ,1510 16,49 62.13 13.06 78.47 
165 .7110 .2010 16.84 82.70 13.34 104.45 
173 . 7300 .2510 17.29 103.27 13.69 130.43 
178 ,7440 .3010 17,63 123,84 13.96 156.41 
185 , 7600 .3510 18.00 144.41 14.26 182.39 
191 , 7750 .4010 18.36 164.98 14.54 208.37 
195 .7850 ,4510 18.60 185.56 14.73 234.36 
196 ,7880 .5010 18.67 206.13 14.79 260.34 
199 .7950 .5510 18,83 226,70 14.91 286.32 
197 .7910 ,6010 18.74 247,27 14.84 312.30 
198 ,7930 .6510 18.79 267.84 14.88 338.28 
198 .7930 ,7010 18.79 288,41 14,88 364.26 
199 .7950 .7510 18.83 308.98 14.91 390.24 
195 , 7860 ,8010 18,62 329,56 14,75 416,23 
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Re » 22,650 (cont.) 

r u ,ft,/sec. y,in. 
+ u y u+ (uav/um)t y (um/uav)t 

197 .7910 .8210 
200 .7980 .8360 
208 .8170 .8510 
210 .8220 .8610 
210 .8220 ,8710 
205 .8100 .8810 
200 .7970 .9090 

m <m <■> m m m> m a* em m m 

Re = 32.208 

\ udy = .07053 ft ,/sec. f = .00625 
uav = 1.901 ft. /sec. U* » .1063 ft./sec. 

r (*) u ,ft,/sec. y ,in. 
+ u + + y u Cuav/um)t y+^um/uav)t 

* .720 .0025 6.77 2.53 5.44 3.15 
.617 1.139 .0102 10.71 10.31 8.61 12.83 

1.211 1.270 .0152 11.95 15.37 9.61 19.12 
1.448 1.325 .0202 12,46 20.43 10.02 25.42 
2.489 1.560 .0452 14.67 45.71 11,79 56.87 
3.093 1.695 .0702 15.95 70.99 12.82 88.31 
3.754 1.850 .1202 17.40 121.55 13.99 151.21 
4.317 1.975 .1702 18.58 172.11 14.94 214.10 
4.644 2,050 .2202 19.28 222.67 15.50 277.00 
4.898 2.100 .2702 19.75 273.23 15.88 339.90 
5.097 2.145 .3202 20.18 323,79 16.22 402.79 
5.024 2.130 .3702 20.03 374.35 16.10 465.69 
4.964 2.115 .4202 19.89 424.91 15.99 528.58 
4.999 2.120 .4452 19,94 450.19 16.03 560.03 
4.870 2.095 .470 2 
4.852 2.090 .4752 
4.908 2,100 ,4802 
4.852 2.090 .4852 
4.767 2.030 .4926 

TABLE A2 - 2 

Re <uavAVt 
3612 .700 
5965 .725 
8762 .757 

11155 .773 
15523 .783 
22650 ,792 
32208 .804 

(*) - this profile was measured by a Honeywell Visicorder; 
units of r are "inches scale deflection". 
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HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER CALIBRATION 

In this appendix, calibration data associated with each of 

the II measured profiles is given in both graphical and tabular 

form. 

The calibration of the hot-wire appropriate to each pro¬ 

file was obtained by positioning the hot wire at the surface 

of the water, and recording the meter reading; this reading 

was then referred to the surface velocity which was measured 

by timing the passage of small pieces of cork on the surface 

over a 3* interval0 By varying the flow rate, and consequently 

the surface velocity, a series of points were obtained. The 

calibration curve is the best straight line fit of these points 

on rectangular coordinate paper. 

In Table A3, r is the meter reading, and us is the 

corresponding surface velocity, in ft./sec. The same nomen¬ 

clature is used in Figures A3-1 through A3-10. 

The velocity profile for Re = 32,208 was recorded by a 

Visicorder. This device is essentially a galvanometer which 

is deflected from a zero position by an amount proportional 

to the signal from the hot-wire. A light connected to the 

galvanometer is directed onto a moving strip of light sensi¬ 

tive paper, creating a trace. The average deflection of 

this trace from the zero position is measured in "inches 

scale deflection", and a calibration is obtained in the form 

"inches scale deflection" vs. the surface velocity, us. This 

method was used for Re = 32,208 only. 
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TABLE A3 

Re r u 
s 

Re r us 

1084 195 .1417 8762 215 .4440 
148 .1237 190 .4000 

98 .0971 154 .3370 
108 .2690 

1627 203 .2010 53 .1680 
169 .1790 
130 .1500 11155 230 .5460 

99 .1100 220 .5320 
34 .0590 180 .4420 

125 .3460 
1952 200 .2150 82 .2770 

145 .1740 47 .2100 
115 .1450 

25 .0678 15523 197 .6020 
161 .4900 

2627 205 .2780 135 .4210 
173 .2510 102 .3460 
136 ,2230 61 .2450 
126 .2100 

88 .15 40 22650 165 .7000 
75 .1400 115 .6000 

90 .5280 
3612 200 .3125 62 .4550 

150 .2290 45 .3960 
107 . 1850 

74 .1290 32208 4.767 2.030 
3.183 1.748 

5965 200 .3720 2.111 1.515 
168 .3230 1.670 1.372 
130 .2700 1.177 1.244 

60 . 1700 
26 .1110 
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APPENDIX A4 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER 

Values for the viscosity and density of water were 

obtained from pages 374 and 175, respectively, of "Chemica 

Engineers* Handbook", edited by J. H. Perry (McGraw-Hill, 

3rd edition, 1950), 

Re t(°F) Hjx., sec 

1084 84,0 121.48 
1627 83.5 120.70 
1952 87,0 125.90 
2627 84.5 122,27 
3612 85.0 122.77 
5965 87.0 125.90 
8762 88.0 129.90 

11155 90.0 130.10 
15523 91.5 132.20 
22650 87.0 125.90 
32208 85.0 122.77 
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